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Delaying Input Data and Clocks

The Spartan-6 FPGA data capture mechanism is based on the input delay primitives 
(IODELAY2). The individual delay taps are not constant over PVT and therefore require regular 
calibration. Mechanisms to perform the regular calibration that allow continuous data capture 
are described in this section and shown in Figure 8. In this sort of data capture, it is important 
that the capture clock and input data delays are closely matched. To achieve this, the input 
clock must be routed through an input delay that is set to zero before being routed to either a 
BUFIO2 or a PLL through a BUFIO2. With this method, the insertion delay in the clock and data 
paths are equal, and the data delays can be varied to ensure data capture occurs in the middle 
of the data eye.

Assuming that the received clock and data arrive edge aligned, the data delay needs to be set 
to precisely half of the capture clock period so that the data is sampled in the middle of the eye. 
To achieve this, the built-in calibration function of the input delay primitive must be used. When 
a calibration command (CAL) is issued to the input delay (by asserting CAL High for one low-
speed clock cycle), the input delay internally determines how many delay tap elements are 
required to delay the data by half a bit period, and then sets the delay line to be equal to half of 
this value. The high-speed capture clock itself is used as the frequency reference. For example, 
the calibration circuit determines the incoming capture clock, and therefore the incoming bit 
period is equal to 24 delay taps at the current voltage and temperature. Setting the number of 
delay taps equal to 12 delays the data by one half of a bit period, allowing successful data 
capture. Some time later, the next calibration finds that the values have changed to 26 and 13 
respectively, and the input delay values are then updated automatically.

Received data is lost while the calibration process is occurring in the input delay. In some 
protocols, this is not a problem, but where the data is continuous, this causes issues. A further 
or phase-detector mode is included within the input delays to allow calibration to occur without 
data loss.
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Figure 7: SDR Data Reception Using BUFIO2
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